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BOMONSTER
SCRATCHIN' WITH 
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BOMONSTER is a Southern California scratchboard artist inspired by the hot rod/
motorcycle/off-road/beach culture of independence, freedom and good times. His 
unique designs are scratched with a knife on a black-inked board to reveal the 
slightly twisted image just beneath the surface.

“I grew up in the So-Cal suburbs watching my dad build race cars at night and drag 
race on weekends. My friends and I all were into skateboards, BMX bikes, and dirt 
bikes. I met Ed “Big Daddy” Roth as a kid through my dad’s business and remember 
how his hot rod monster art really captured the emotional spirit of those days like 
nothing else. We still live in a creative and fun time and I try and tap into that same 
spirit of originality with my own art” says BOMONSTER.



BOMONSTER
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What are the tools you use for your 
scratchboard art, and can you give people a 
quick idea of what scratchboard art is? 

Scratchboard is the art of drawing with a knife. 
The board is about the thickness of Masonite. 
There is white undercoating with black ink 
applied to the surface. I use a #16 X-Acto blade 
to scrape the black off, revealing the white 
underneath. 

If you make a mistake on a scratchboard 
can you paint over the mistake with black 
ink in order to do a re-scratch? 

Yes, I can fix small errors that way — or 
scratch big flames to cover the mistake but 
usually it means starting over. That’s why I 
treat every piece like a tattoo. I spend a lot of 
time designing the piece and then transfer just 
the outline shape to the board for scratching 
and fill in the details as I go. I used to fear 
having to do a piece over again but while 
reading an Ed Hopper book I realized old 
masters would pre-paint a piece before 
completing the masterpieces we see today 
in the books and museums. And their pre-
paintings were spectacular so it hit me if 
that’s the way the old timers did it then I 
should too. Now I plan to do every piece 
twice. If I nail it on the first one, it’s a bonus. 

Not counting the reference research and 
sketching time, how long does it take -on 
average- to finalize a scratch project? 

One very long night for a 12x16 size board. 
And then I give it the overnight test see it 
with fresh eyes and add another hour or so. 
Larger 18x24 pieces can take two very long 
nights. 

Can you talk about your art 
background? Formally trained or self-
taught? 

I was the guy in high school who drew 
cartoons for the school paper. I got into 
advertising and used my drawing skills to 
illustrate rough ad ideas and TV concepts. 
Once the ideas were approved we hired 
real artists to illustrate them — which 
didn’t really allow me to develop my art 
chops to a high degree. But directors and 
photographers liked shooting my stuff 
because of the ideas, composition, and 
design of my ideas. Six years ago I went 
back to a medium I remember liking 
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in high school art class: 
scratchboard. I scratched 
some hot rods and bikes 
and showed them on hot 
rod forums. Other artists 
got excited for me and 
pushed me into making 
some prints and shirts 
to sell. Their enthusiasm 
psyched me up to be a 
better artist, so I poured 
myself into making more. 

How did your early 
years watching your 
dad build race cars and 
seeing all of those racers 
influence you as an 
artist?

My dad’s race car and 
dirt bike racing buddies 
were all super nice guys 
and really great to kids 
who showed an interest. There were 
all different personality types and skill 
levels but I recognized early on that 
they all had one thing in common: they 
loved the fun of it. All the things I loved 
— the sights, sounds, smells and feel of 
speed — they loved too. So my art isn’t 
about a “thing” like a specific car or 
bike, but more about a “feeling” being 
around cars and bikes. 

You’ve done commercial artwork 
for clients such as Porsche, Apple, 
Acura, Yamaha, and Nissan. 
What was that like? Did you work 
on anything that we would be 
recognizably BOMONSTER? 

Every one of those clients were different 
in some way but they all wanted great 
work and had the budget to do things 
right. Great work at that level is a team 
effort and I love working with so many 
talented people. Making art is mostly 
a solitary effort and while I sometimes 
miss the interaction I also like creating 
art that pleases me without other people 
weighing in on what they would do 
differently. 99% of my work for those 
clients ends up in the form of polished 
contemporary film or modern, slick 
graphic design whereas my personal art 
has a grittier, more organic “old school” 
feel. 

In looking at your artwork, I see 
two other artists: MC Escher and 
VCJ (Vernon Courtland Johnson, of 
Powell Peralta skateboard graphics 
fame). Have they influenced your 
work at all, or do you guys just drink 
from the same super awesome water 
fountain? 

Obviously my “Self Reflection” piece is a 
direct lift from M.C. Escher, but I like his 
ability to bend minds and use surrealism 
to create a feeling. Court’s work for 
Powell Peralta defined 80s skate culture 
and his iconic imagery still influences 
lowbrow art culture nearly 30 years 
later. I also like Jim Phillip’s skate deck 
and rock poster art from those years 
and artists like Rick Griffin, Ed Newton, 
Robert Crumb, Mad magazine’s Don 
Martin and Basil Wolverton before them. 
Everyone we’ve mentioned had the 
ability to simplify the image and create 
such a cool vibe that suggests a bigger 
story. Rather than copy what those guys 
did I’m trying to be inspired by their 
style and put it in today’s context. 

What are sales like on your site 
compared to going on the road and 
selling? You’ve gone on, what, ten 
shows in the month we’ve been 
talking about this magazine feature. 
Do you love traveling, or is that just 

the best way to get your artwork 
seen by the like-minded masses? 

Both require a huge amount of effort. 
Just having a website is not enough. 
You have to get people to see it and that 
means you need to be involved in social 
media. My website sales are best when 
I’m engaged on Facebook, Instagram, 
and my own blogging. Art is not the 
easiest thing to sell because it’s not a 
rational decision — it’s an emotional 
one. I see things I like online all the time 
and then get distracted and forget to 
buy. And that’s the great thing about 
live shows — the music, the cars, the 
creativity, the people — all create an 
environment where the art fits. I look 
for shows that I personally enjoy as a 
fan — not just as a vendor. I’ve done 
art gallery openings, music events, car 
and bike shows, drag racing events and 
a couple of big AMA MX races. The art 
purchase becomes more of an emotional 
reaction to the day versus a logical 
decision of what it will look like next to 
something else on a certain wall. Last 
month my wife and I drove to Austin, 
Las Vegas and So-Cal for shows three 
weekends in a row. They happened to be 
very good shows with an international 
following, but yes I love the travel in 
between. It helps that my wife is a great 
traveling companion and drives while I 
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sleep. The shows are a great way to get 
my work in front of people, but yes I do 
love the travel part too. I love observing 
the everyday life of others and have a 
much more positive view of people when 
I travel. I have come to realize that 
today’s news media, education, TV and 
online entertainment presents a very 
edited, slanted and politicized view of 
society. Traveling is a great reset button 
for the mind. 

What do you find more rewarding: 
Commissioned art pieces for happy 
clients or the random scratchings 
from your own imagination that you 
sell on your site? 

Both are rewarding but people’s 
reaction is always the real reward. 
When a client has high standards 
and confidence in their own field of 
expertise they tend to respect the 
abilities of others and will treat a project 
as if it’s a given that what you create 
for them will be great. Creating great 
work for great clients is its own reward. 
Likewise, when I create a personal piece 
and then offer prints for sale I’m always 
interested to see who likes it. I’ve really 
come to really like my customers — 
not because they gave me money but 
because they can articulate better than I 
can why they like something I did. 

Speaking of commissions, do you 
have to turn some down due to time 
constraints or are you pretty quick 
with that X-Acto?

My professional background has given 
me the ability to think of cool ideas 
pretty quickly. The actual scratching 
is not as time-consuming as you might 
think — it’s the back and forth between 
the client, getting approvals, finding 
reference, creating digital files and 
revising that takes the time. I’m not at 
the stage yet where I have too much 
work. As any self-employed artist 
knows, we sometimes work day and 
night, day and night, and day and night 
to get the work done. 

I know as artists we all have to make 
a living off of our art, but can you 
tell me about a piece –regardless of 
the money– that has been the most 
rewarding for you, and how so? 

I have a piece called “Guitar Night” 
which started as a CD cover that I did 
for singer/songwriter Matt Armor. Matt 
introduced himself at a show telling me 
that he had previously bought a print 
from me and wanted me to design a 
cover for his upcoming CD. He sent me 
some MP3s of a stripped down demo 
tracks and I loved his music and the 

stories he told and was inspired. I did 
both the front and back covers based 
on his input and the words to his songs. 
The record release party was at a club 
in Santa Barbara, California where he 
played the songs live with his band. 
The club had around 20 video screens 
throughout the rooms and Matt had 
asked me to put as many of my art 
pieces on a DVD as I wanted and that 
ran on all 20 screens while he played. It 
brought my art to life in a cool multi-
media way and was a huge confidence 
booster for pushing my art to new 
levels. 

So when you get a commission piece, 
do you like a lot of direction from the 
client, or do you prefer to just get a 
few key ideas from them and then do 
your thing? 

I’ve had lots of good clients but the 
ones who bring out the best in me are 
the ones who love what I do and are 
100% convinced I’m going to do a great 
job and are ready to buy whatever I do 
without changes. The pressure is almost 
too much. I work so hard to live up to 
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their high expectation they don’t even 
know. I’m not a fan of clients who say 
“do whatever you want.” Because that 
usually means “do what you want and 
then I’ll give you my opinion and want 
to change it.” I want to hear what their 
objective is — who they want to target. 
When I know what they are passionate 
about — what they like and what they’ve 
already thought about — it opens me 
up to all kinds of ways to express ideas 
they will probably like. 

How are your Scratch This book 
sales going? Do you find it hard to 
sell a book of your art when there’s 
so much of your artwork posted 
and shared online? Do you plan on 
any additional books or DVDs in the 
future? 

That’s an interesting observation 
about art shared online reducing the 
demand for a book. I hadn’t thought 
about that before. My son is 26 and 
his whole world is on one device — 
business and personal. His iPhone 
seemingly unclutters his life and all his 
entertainment, reference, information, 

and inspiration are in one place. On 
one level why would he want a book of 
art when he can see it online? On the 
other hand, I like vinyl records and art 
books so maybe books fill the need for 
those who need a tactile art experience. 
When I created my book I wanted to 
write about inspirations, experiences, 
technique, etc. for each piece rather 
than just create a book of pictures with 
no words. It was partly a way for me to 
journal and to remember what I have 
done during the last six years before I 
forget. It’s been available on my website 
and I offer it at the shows I vend at. 
Sales at first were good and mostly to 
people who were already familiar with 
my art. But now that you mention it, 
sales have slowed one year later while at 
the same time bookstores are closing so 
maybe there’s something to people not 
needing books anymore. Even still, I will 
do another book for the same reasons I 
did the first one — mostly to document 
my experience and track my own 
progress. There will always be those 
who want a more complete story in one 
place than random bits on the Internet. 

There was an artist I wanted to 
feature in the magazine, but they 
were totally unwilling to send high 
resolution art files to me for print 
publication because of being burned 

too many times by people using 
those high resolution art files for 
making counterfeit posters and 
apparel. Have you had any issues 
like that with your work and how 
have you handled it? 

She brings up a good point. And I have 
thought the same thing when asked for 
high res images. Early on I voiced that 
same concern to artist Max Grundy and 
he said that if we didn’t put ourselves 
out there no one would ever discover 
our work. Our job as artists is to get 
our work out there as fast as we can 
to as many people as possible so 
everyone knows whose work it is. Then 
if someone counterfeits it others will 
bring it to our attention knowing who 
the original artist really is. The Internet 
is both good and bad for all artists. 
It devalues art and music to a public 
commodity and makes people think it’s 
all free because it’s online. But it’s also 
good for exposure and it’s the way most 
people interact with the world and each 
other, like it or not. The key is to make 
it work for us but point people to a way 
to buy. You can’t be just the artist if you 
want to pay the bills with your art. You 
have to be the marketer and retailer too 
and be brave enough to accept the risks. 
Johan Werner from Factory68.com in 
Germany stole nearly every image from 
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CHECK OUT
BOmONSTER
OnLinE...
BOMONSTER.com

my website and made badly pixelated small stickers 
for sale at the huge Essen Motor Show in Germany. It 
was brought to my attention by two kustom culture 
fans there and I sent emails to both him and the 
Essen motor show promoters. When I didn’t hear back 
I wrote a funny blog about his name “Factory 68” 
and that he named it that because he steals from 68 
different artists. My blog post (http://bomonster.com/
blog/page/14/) got cut and pasted by a couple of huge 
blogs worldwide and I heard Johan was told by Essen 
that he could only sell that year but was not invited 
back. If you Googled his name a week later every entry 
had my words slamming him since Google pulls from 
multiple sources. He must have wondered who is 
BOMONSTER and what kind of power does he wield? 

What would you tell the younger BOMONSTER 
about making a career out of Kustom Kulture art? 

In some ways, I wish that I had started earlier so I 
would be farther along in my own development as an 
artist so I could give my younger self some advice. But 
waiting as long as I have to get started has allowed 
me to tap into my own life experiences and has given 
me the experience to know what’s already been done 
to death and to recognize originality when I stumble 
upon it. What I will tell other younger selves though 
is to not be afraid to put yourself out there with your 
work. Create, scan, print, make a website, post on 
Facebook but don’t stop there. By going public you will 
connect with others who get what you do and connect. 
From there, opportunities will present themselves. You 
will also feel slight guilt over the compliments to your 
work knowing you see all the flaws. That alone will 
make you work harder to deserve the compliments 
and make you a better artist. What I also like about 
starting later in my career is that it is all new to me — 
I’m a long, long ways from being the crusty old jaded 
artist who’s seen it all, done it all.
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Eero Kumanto
Scale Model Artist

I'm Eero Kumanto, 
scale model 
enthusiast and 
lowbrow artist 

from Finland. I have been drawing for as long 
as I can remember; most often it was a car. 
Either a real one or out of my imagination. Scale 
modeling has also been “the thing” for me since 
I was a kid. My background as an industrial 
designer can easily be seen in my work. No 
matter what the subject or the tool is, my style 
is always there. A lot of my work has been 
featured in various magazines and books. My 
work is focused on scale models, lowbrow art, 
and graphic design. I'm at my happiest when I 
can combine these three elements in the same 
project. You can spot a lot of scratch building 
and outside of the box thinking in my work. 
I'm mainly concentrated on cars, but now and 
then I step out of my comfort zone, too. I mostly 
create stuff for my own purposes, but I also do 
commission work.
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Are the scale models built from 
scratch or do you buy scale models 
from a hobby shop and do all the 
customizing, detail work, and painting 
from there?

Well, both! I'm building models in a 
“traditional” way by buying a kit from 
a model shop but also creating models 
out of nothing. When I'm starting my 
project from a commercial kit, I'm still 
usually doing some heavy modifications 
and a ton of detailing work. So, 
basically, I'm never building a model 
by following those kit instructions. 
For example, those patina style VW 
Beetle and VW Type 2 Pickup are 
built from commercial kits with some 
modifications and heavy detailing. That 
little red moped I'm holding in my hand 
is totally scratch built! Just because 
there isn't available a kit in the market 
and I wanted to create that. By the 
way, it is a replica of a very legendary 
Finnish moped. In this kind of project, 

I'm always figuring out those different 
ways to build parts.

Can you tell us about the types of 
tools you use to build and detail your 
scale models?

In scale modeling scene there is a lot 
of good tools available! Of course, I'm 
also using other tools as well. I'd say 
my most important tools are SHARP 
tweezers, different kind of knives, very 
small drills and good quality adhesives 
and paints. Of course, there is a bunch 
of other tools also! I'm not building 
my tools by myself but I prefer good 
quality tools. It took, for example, quite 
a long time before I found really good 
tweezers and pliers from Japan. The 
quality is the key word. If your knife 
isn't sharp or your tweezers/pliers 
don't work exactly it's impossible to 
achieve a good level in scale modeling. 
Same goes with paints and other 
“chemicals.” Luckily in our hobby, 

there is a lot of companies which are 
providing good stuff. It's also good to 
keep your eyes open. I'm, for example, 
using those ugly sharp tools which 
dentists are using! Beside these quality 
tools, I'm also using some very basic 
stuff you can find from a normal food 
store: Toothpicks, needles, scissors etc...

How long does it typically take you to 
build one of your scale model
automobiles?

This varies a lot. I would say that the 
minimum is something like 20 hours. 
In this kind of model there is absolutely 
no detailed engine or shiny paint job. 
This kind of “20-hours-project” is 
still sometimes nice to do since you 
can get model ready in a quite short 
timeline. If there is detailed engine and 
a shiny paint job, the spent hours can 
be anything from 50-100 hours. At my 
web page there is one Mercedes-Benz 
which took like 300 hours to build. 
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www.instagram.com/eerokumanto/
www.riemudesign.com/

And of course if I'm creating a model 
from point zero the amount of hours is 
usually big. I'm not counting my hours 
exactly but that red little moped took 
like 100-150 hours if I have to throw a 
figure. When looking at these amounts 
you have to remember that these 
projects can take years.

You recently visited the States 
to participate in the NNL East 
Scale Model Show. What was that 
experience like?

A trip to a scale model show in the USA 
has been my dream since I started to 
build these models. Just like I have had 
a dream to visit Yokohama Hot Rod & 
Custom show in Japan with my kustom 
kulture art. Well, I did this trip to Japan 
in 2014 and since then I've visited there 
every year! So now it was the time to 
fill my other dream and who knows if 
I'm getting back to the USA also in the 
future. Hopefully soon! They say it's 
the largest car scale model show in the 

whole world! It's easy to believe. I have 
been in scale model shows for example 
in France, Belgium, and Hungary and 
none of these have had that amount of 
cars on the tables.  
The experience 
was, of course, 
a blast. A huge 
amount of 
beautiful models 
and a lot of 
people. I also had 
my own booth 
for my Highlight 
Model Studio 
products and I'm 
happy to say that 
people were very 
interested in my 
stuff and I actually did very well!  
The day was hectic!

Tell us about your scale models with 
Highlight Model Studio.

I have a background as an industrial 
designer so it's just a natural thing for 
me to design things and I also have the 
skills with software and understanding 
of different methods to manufacture 
parts. Highlight Model Studio is a brand 
for detail parts for car scale models and 
those parts are manufactured from 
brass by photo etching. There are many 
other brands in the market which are 
providing photo etched stuff as well. But 
I found out that there is maybe none 

providing detail parts for VW models. 
So it was quite natural field for me. 
My brand has, of course, other parts 
also but I'm always trying to create 
something that other companies are not 
providing. For example bomber style 
seats for hot rods! With these products 
I'm making the whole design process 
by myself but the actual production is 
made in the Czech Republic. You can 
see my whole product range at my web 
shop: highlighmodelstudio.com. I'm 
hoping to expand my range of products 
all the time but those design processes 
are quite time-consuming.

What are you currently working on 
and what are you promoting?

I'm having about 15 unfinished projects 
in my stash but, of course, I'm TRYING 
to put my focus on one model at a time. 

Sometimes it's just impossible because 
I'd like to build them all at the same 
time! In that way, nothing would be 
finished ever. At the moment I'm building 
a VW Caddy (Rabbit) Pickup. I hope to 
finish that during this year. Most of my 
projects (like my ready-made models 
also) are VW related. I'm also expanding 
my “Signature Series” model art offering 
slowly. At beginning of this year, I have 
put some serious effort on my Highlight 
Model Studio products and brand and 
I'm trying to promote that a lot. I'm 
happy that scale modelers have found 
my stuff and I'm getting orders from 
around the world already. Still, I'm just 
taking the first steps cause it's freaking 
slow to get your brand known widely!

Eero Kumanto online...
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Years ago Jim was injured on the job where he worked 
as a pre-press operator in the printing industry. All 
day long for almost 25 years, Jim would be sitting at 
a computer doing electronic pre-press. He ended up 
having carpal tunnel syndrome surgery on both wrists 
and had to have two “tennis elbow” surgeries on his 
right elbow due to the repetitive motion of his work.

Out of work and fighting corporate bureaucracy and 
workman’s comp for his surgeries, it took three and 
a half years to finally settle the matter. When Jim was 
finally able to go back to work, they informed him over 
the phone that he was no longer needed. Discarded.

There must be something special in taking something 
that’s been neglected and discarded and giving it new 
life. Maybe a reflection of his own life —scraping by 
and feeling down-and-out from being thrown away by 

his employer—Jim was inspired by his wife to “make 
furniture!” And that’s what he’s been doing. Jim re-
purposed and refocused his talents and has given 
himself new life after being discarded like an unwanted 
toy or rusted-out tailgate.

At Lockjaw Garage, Jim now repurposes unwanted 
objects into furniture, lighting, and works of art that 
people can enjoy every day; helping customers do the 
same for their own fading memories.

Jim takes something old; something that people think 
is useless; something they’re going to throw away and 
destroy; something from a forgotten time that needed 
to be brought to light to rekindle the memory, and he 
turns it into something useful, reusable, and beautiful. 
Something that can be used and appreciated for 
generations to come.

“I’m Jim Turner, and I build functional art that 
re-imagines furniture and lighting. I create 

things for people who see beauty in neglected 
objects, especially when they’re given new 

and lasting purpose. People who believe that’s 
possible for themselves, too.”

Jim Turner
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Lockjaw Garage
329 W. Bonita Avenue San Dimas, CA. 91773  //  (626) 318-1000 
www.lockjawgarage.com  //  Facebook.com/lockjawgarage
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After over 20 years in the Southern 
California surfing and apparel industry, 
BigToe started painting for public 
exhibition in 2006.

Tom creates art with a casual, tongue-
in-cheek sense of humor and playful 
eroticism that offers a nostalgic escape 
in our fast-paced and ever-changing 
world. BigToe’s art is inspired by the 
confluence of Tiki, Kustom and Surf 
culture. The fusion of these seemingly 
disparate lifestyles has always been 
an obvious one to the artist: all 3 are 
outsider ways of life. The last vestiges 
of wild west renegades.

BigToe's artwork lives in collections 
all over the world with collectors 
as varied as Sex Pistol Steve Jones, 
Blondie's Debbie Harry, and Google’s 

Googolplex. The art of 
BigToe has been exhibited 
at Gallery worldwide 
including La Luz de Jesus, 
Copro Nason in Los Angeles, 
as well as US galleries from 
Hawaii, San Diego, Orange 
County, New York, Detroit and Florida, 
and worldwide in galleries in Canada, 
Japan, France, England, Germany, 
Switzerland and Australia.

BigToe's artwork has been featured 
in books such as Korero Publishing's 
Kustom Graphics, Surf Story and 
Burlesque Posters books and in 
magazines such as Longboard 
Magazine, Car Kulture Deluxe, 
Bachelor Pad, Rockabilly Magazine, 
Varla Magazine, Tattoo Life Magazine, 
Campout Magazine, Tiki Magazine, 

Ol Skool Rods and MAD magazine, as 
well as  Smokin' Shutdown/Germany, 
Burnout Magazine/Japan, Pinstripe and 
Kustom Graphics Magazine in England 
and Deadbeat Magazine/Australia.

The best place to find BigToe prints 
and original art is on Etsy: 
www.etsy.com/shop/BigToeArt

Keep up with shows and events on 
Instagram: @BigToeArt and on 
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/
BigToeProductions

featured artist:

Photo: DCImagery

BigToe, aka artist Tom Laura, was raised in SoCal on 
a steady beach-rat diet of Ed Roth, Mad Magazine and 

Surfer Magazine's Rick Griffin.
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GNARLY: So, the obvious and most important 
question is: Do you have Debbie Harry on 
speed-dial, offering yearly, free “touch-ups” 
to the painting she purchased?

BIGTOE: Haha, like The Picture of Dorian Grey? 
(look it up, you philistines!) No, but I did get to 
meet her at a party...I was a blubbering idiot, 
but she was very gracious, just so cool and 
normal. 

How did Steve Jones and Debbie Harry 
discover your work?

I sent Steve Jones (from the Sex Pistols) a 
message a few years back when he started 
doing a little Internet radio show called Jonsie's 
Jukebox and asked him to check out my work. 
He checked out my website and wanted to buy 
my first "Lucky Hula Girl," weird, huh? Debbie 
was a little different. I painted her just because 
she is a goddess, and my girlfriend Audrey told 
me she knows her makeup artist (and amazing 
DJ) Guy Vanvoores. He showed it to Debbie. She 
said she loved it, wanted a print and invited 
us to a party she was throwing on the roof of a 
Hollywood hotel. It was a surreal experience: 
Boy George spinning records, Chris Stein 
showing his photography and I got to meet 
some of my favorite punk rock, art and movie 
stars–too many to name drop–and best of all, 
I got to watch my girlfriend make out with 
Debbie Harry on the dance floor!

It’s interesting that MAD Magazine is famous 
for its satire, but many artists I’ve talked to 
over the years have mentioned that it was 
a big influence on their art. Do you think 
it’s the artwork alone or the combination of 
great artists and biting satirical wit?

I think it's definitely the combination of 
masterful level art skills combined with 
the irreverence of the art themes 
and editorial content. For so many of us, it's the 
first exposure we have to satire as kids, and it 
blows our little minds!

Who are your big influences now? Do 
you still have your subscription to MAD 
Magazine?

Man, too many to list. I don't subscribe to MAD, 
but one of my proudest moments was having a 
Spy vs Spy painting I did included in the mag. I 
am influenced by so many artists, from heroes 
like Frazetta, Robert Williams, Ed Roth (along 
with Ed Newton and Von Franco), Todd Schorr, 
Mark Ryden, Glenn Barr, The Pizz, SHAG, Rick 
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Rietveld, Jim Phillips, Keith Weesner 
and John K (Ren & Stimpy) to artists 
working now like Craola, Shawn 
Dickenson, Damian Fulton, Candy, Brad 
Parker and my art brothers Doug Horne 
and Ken Ruzic. 

You’ve listed all the books that your 
work has been featured in, but do you 
have any plans to release a book on 
your own?

Funny you should ask, I have just 
inked the contract to produce a BigToe 
Art book by Working Class Publishing 
in sunny Stevens Point, Wisconsin. Look 
for it in late 2018 or 2019. 

Tell me a little bit more about your 
artistic training and what kind of 
artwork you were doing before you 
started doing public exhibitions.

I studied to be a fine artist at Cal State 
Long Beach (Go Dirtbags!) in the 80s. 
Having been raised on a steady beach 
rat diet of Mad and Surfer Magazine 
cartoons though, I was mentally ill-
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equipped for the type of art that was 
fashionable at university and in the 
galleries of the day. I didn't see the kind 
of art that spoke to me in those pre-
Internet days. So I dropped out of the 
fine art scene and went into the surf 
apparel industry. I toiled away on surf 
and licensing art for apparel, etc for 15 
years. In that time, though, I traveled 
the world and fell in love with the art 
and culture of Polynesia, which fueled 
my meandering back into fine art by 
way of "Polynesian pop" or tiki art and 
lowbrow art when I discovered Robert 
Williams' Juxtapoz magazine. 
 
What materials do you tend to work 
with in general? And, do you stray 
outside of your paintings to express 
yourself creatively?

Mostly I work in acrylic on canvas. I 
just really like the way the nooks and 
crannies in the canvas catch the paint 
from the brush. I don't really have a 
paint brand I am loyal to, just avoid 
student grade or BASICS paints. I use 
mostly Trekkel brushes. For some 

projects, I use masonite panels. I also 
love to paint on objects: Helmets, 
surfboards, skateboards, driftwood 
both from the ocean and the urban 
sort, old car parts are particularly 
fun. I find that painting an object that 
has lived another life imparts the art 
with a "mana" that adds to the final 
product. I LOVE to do "merch." I love 
stickers, t-shirts, magnets, pendants...
all that shit. Posterpop.com does most 
of those for me. I also love designing tiki 
mugs. TikiFarm.com got me started in 
that game. I love doing custom hand-
painted versions of my mugs, too. For 
that, I use 1-Shot paint, which has made 
me truly respect the cats that have 
mastered that medium like Doug DoRr 
and Scratch.

Your artwork is colorful, powerful, 
and really tells a fun story that totally 
fits in the Kustom Kulture world. 
But, I’m curious if you have other, 
traditional type of work that you 
exhibit as well. You know, something 
that you’d say, “This is my Louvre 
piece.” (Not that your tiki dude and 
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mermaid paintings aren’t Louvre-
worthy. Ha.)

Well, I do a few traditional portraits 
in my style. Those are classical in 
inspiration but with my irreverent 
sense of humor. Highlights are the 
Blondie piece, as well as portraits of 
The Pizz and one of the founders of 
the Lowbrow scene, Long Gone John. 
On a side note: I work pretty closely 
with 2 other artists, Doug Horne and 
Ken Ruzic, who mostly work in the 
tiki world, but are both super flexible 
in their interests. We try to do a 
show once a year in which we pick 
a bunch of themes in and out of the 
typical lowbrow/tiki subjects, and that 
forces us out of our comfort zones to 
work on different genres. We take the 
show on the road sometimes and this 
year we are traveling to The Big Island 
of Hawaii to do a show with artist Brad 
Parker, and pollute the collective good 
taste of the Islands. 

What are BigToe’s artistic goals for 
2018 and beyond?

Well, the big one is the BigToe art 
book. It's going to be a monster. How 
do you distil a decade of your life's 
work into 200 pages? I also want to do 
some bigger, more involved "Louvre-
worthy" paintings. I am intrigued by 
all kind of other stuff too. The easy stuff 
like rolling out some art pins and some 
more ambitious goals like putting out 
some art toys. Some more art shows in 
Hawaii, Europe, Japan and Australia will 
also happen. Maybe even a kids book in 
the next 5 years. Aim for the stars, kids!

Finally, do you have any words of 
wisdom for all of the up and coming 
Little Toe artists out there?

Draw every day. If you want to be an 
artist, you need to be constantly filling 
"black books" or sketchbooks with 
ideas and drawings. Find a life-drawing 
club and draw people. Everything you 
need to learn is there on the human 
figure. Keep creating art and don't get 
discouraged if your early works don't 
live up to what's in your head. Don't 
expect anything really good until you're 
100 works in. Above my easel, it says in 
big fancy letters: DO THE WORK.
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Answers: 1.) Buck teeth 2.) Hail Satan tattoo 3.) "Fartingstone" tire 4.) Gnarly Magazine on the ground 5.) Pack of Depends on the shelf  
6.) Mr. Pinstriper sticker on the cabinet 7.) Shemp Howard picture hanging on the wall 8.) Inflated rear end

FIND THE DIFFERENCES!
Comic illustration by: Roger Bonet Martinez
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I went to fine art school after high school but dropped out 
to start tattooing full time. I tattooed at a few shops in NY 
and IL before going back to college for a degree in Design. 
After design school, I started working as a graphic designer. 
After using the computer all day at work, I would come home 
and not want to draw or use the computer! It was then that I 
created my first miniature sculpture. From that point, I have 
utilized culminations of all my skills to create this new art form.

Images by Grant Lechner

GNARLY: Your work has been featured in Juxtapoz 
magazine, on Vice.com, and in the Daily Mini website. 
They all go into great detail describing your creations. 
But I want to offer Gnarly readers a glimpse into your 
creative process. It's easy to look at photos of your work 
and say, "Wow, that must have taken a bitch of a long 
time to create!" But, I want to know why you create these 
miniatures. You mentioned in your bio that you were 
pretty much sick of using the computer all day at work and 
not wanting to draw or use the computer when you got 
home. How does one get to being frustrated from graphic 
design work to building miniature street scenes?

RYAN MONAHAN: yea that's really what led me making this 
type of art. I dabbled in sculpting throughout high school 
and college but never really settled into it. After working as 
a designer for 6 years and doing mainly computer generated 
art I was growing very bored with it. I've been an artist my 
entire life so you name it I've tried it. But the first time I took 
random objects and painted them to look like something else 
blew my mind! I was hooked and soon enough I was spending 
all my free time after work tinkering in my studio making 
miniature crap! 

Are your sculptures places that you have visited and 
walked by or are they random creations from your 
imagination?

Ryan monahan
artist spotlight:
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www.ryanthomasmonahan.com

Just about everything I 
create is fictional, stuff I have 
created in my head using 
past experiences or reference 
photos for the starting off 
point. I find the majority of my 
enjoyment comes from the 
freedom I have at choosing 
what I want to show and or 
not show. 

Describe your first 
creations. Were you a 
natural? How do you feel 
when you look back at your 
first sculptings?

I would say it felt pretty 
natural the first few times 
I did it. I have a lot of 
experience in painting from 
my fine art background so 
that helped me a lot. My dad 
actually has the first piece I 
created, it's hanging on his 
wall and he is very proud of it. 
When I look at it, I definitely 
see things that I would have 
changed or done differently.

On average, how many 
hours/days/weeks do you 
put into a piece? Is there any 
one aspect of the creation 
that takes up the bulk of 
your time?

Depending on how many 
hours I put in a day, it can 
take anywhere from a week to 
3 or 4 weeks. The most time-
consuming steps are the first. 
Getting down the structure 
of the building. If that is 
done wrong, no matter how 
awesome the paint and details 
are, it doesn't look authentic 
when it is done. 

I admit that I have not seen 
all of your creations, but all 
the ones I have seen look 
like snapshots from the 
grittier side of town. What 
draws you to that look and 
feel?

I'm not 100% sure really. I 
think I've always been into 
darker imagery: skulls, fire, 
dragons, wizards... I drew 
shit like that as a kid. I think 
the same thing applies even 
as a grown man making 
my current artwork. I 
just find beauty in what 
others find questionable 
or uncomfortable. The 
sculptures act like the subject 
in a portrait photo, I find 
all the little dirty details in 
my artwork help create the 
narrative for the viewer. 

Without giving away all of 
your secrets, can you give us 
a little insight on materials 
you use and how you make 
some of the elements in 
your scenes? I don't know 
why, but I was fascinated 
with the little gray trash 
cans in your "Meat Market" 
sculpture!

Yea the trash cans are my 
pride and joy. The first time I 
crafted one it blew my mind. 
I mean brain buster! I use 
lots of common materials: 
paper, foam, light woods, and 
plastics. The majority of my 
supplies are salvaged from 
the garbage. I started out with 
very little money or supplies 
to create with, so I learned to 

work with what I had access to: free trash. The most important 
criteria for my supplies are lightweight and workability.

Are you a full-time sculptor, or are you still workin' for the 
man as a graphic designer?

Haha great question! I have actually just made the leap into 
being a full-time artist. I will still be doing freelance design 
work, but my main focus now is my sculpture work!

Finally, can you offer some words of wisdom for those 
looking to get into miniature sculpting?

Yea! No one ever wants this info 
because it is the easiest info to be 
given, but just jump into it. Who 
cares if it sucks and you toss it in 
the trash afterward? The fact that 
you are practicing painting and all 
the other aspects will help move 
you forward. Don't concern yourself 
with making perfect artwork – 
focus on having fun and getting 
enjoyment out of the process.
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jeral tidwell
CREATIVE HEAVYWEIGHT

ARTIST SPOTLIGHT

name: Jeral Tidwell / www.humantree.com
age: 48

stats: 5' 9", 190 lbs, Hard as coffin nails and 
soft as homemade biscuits.
inspiration: Sarah Tidwell

pro since: 1988
injuries: 29 broken bones, joints, and teeth. 

Stitches 52 times, 7 KOs

belts: World body painting champion  

medium: All (pencil, pen, brush, printing press, 
wood, metal, computers, etc...) 

hobbies: Bicycles and fishing
food: Spicy

kryptonite: Chocolate

ride: 1989 Mitsubishi Montero (under 
construction, not currently running)

edc: Spyderco Endura (serrated) 

current location: Louisville, KY

life motto: If you don't have time to do it 

right, when are you gonna have time to fix it? 

How many Mack signature brush sets do you have under your 
belt now?

I have four long handled brush sets and three lines of pinstriping 
brushes with Mack for a total of 26 different brushes. The pinstriping 
brushes have been limited edition until the latest (Hippie Tripple) 
which is a permanent part of their line along with all of my long 
handled brush sets. My wife and I actually designed the last set 
(Monster Stix) together. She is also an artist with great ideas about 
brushes and knowledge outside my normal realm of painting. So, we 
worked together to make a set that would help push other artists 
into some new directions... So far they have had awesome reviews 
and feedback. We always try to push it a bit on each set and with 
my stripers... Never stop learning new tricks. 

How did that come about? Did you approach them or did they 
approach you?

Actually, Chris (Mack) and I have a mutual friend that sort of put 
us together. Chris and Smitty were talking one day about Mack 
trying to do more art oriented brushes because a lot of
pinstripers are trying new things but, at the time, Mack didn't 
really have anyone to work with creating new brushes like that. So 
Smitty told him that he knew exactly who they should talk to... Me. 
Fortunately for me, Chris already knew about me and had been 
seeing my work for years in books and magazines. He agreed that 
it would be a good fit and the rest is history.

Do you have to be a great artist to get a signature brush? 
What if you’re a shitty artist, but you have a great idea for a 
brush. For example, my snake-hair long liner idea?

Seriously, have you seen my work? They obviously have low 
standards. Hahaha. I've been collecting rattlesnake hairs for 
years now for exactly the same idea. Problem is, the hair is only 
accessible when the moon is full and the snakes are mating. It's 
dangerous sneaking up on a pair of full grown rattlesnakes in the 
throws of passion; real dangerous. 

But seriously, what’s that process like and how long did it 
take from concept to production?

Creating new brushes is actually pretty complicated. I don't just 
put my name on an existing brush and throw it out there. If a 
brush has the MACK / TIDWELL name on it, it is our own thing 



from the handle shape to the hair. 
First, I think of some brush that I 
need for whatever the hell stupid 
thing I want it to do, then I go to the 
art store, craft store, online, etc. 
to see how close I can find to that 
exact thing. Once I have exhausted 
those options I will modify the 
hell out of those brushes until 
I come up with exactly what I 
want, documenting the entire 
process with notes, drawings, 
measurements, etc. Once I have 
it the way I want, I send the 
brush and detailed notes to 
Chris to build a few prototypes. 
That process so far would be a 
couple months. Next, he sends 
me a couple versions to try out, 
I abuse them and put them 
through hell, I give feedback 
and we make adjustments. 
Usually, it's little details like 
handle shape (I am REALLY 
picky about the amount of 
flex in a long handle), hair 
configuration (many of my 
brushes have combinations 
of hairs for more or less 
spring, paint flow, flex, etc.), 
and finally, brush names and 
handle colors. The whole 
process can take 6-10 months 
before we have production 
brushes ready for sale. So 
far (knock on wood) we 
have not had to re-work a 
single brush once it is in 
production. I think that is a 
true sign that we take our 
time to do it right. 

What were you looking for in these 
new Tidwell brushes that other 
brushes were not offering?

My fucking name on them... Duh! 
Hahaha. Seriously, we all have dreams 
of the perfect set of brushes that you 
can do anything with. I am trying to 
build that for myself and fellow artists. I 
want to demystify artist paint brushes 
and take all of the highbrow, art school 
bullshit out of it. I used to feel stupid 
standing in front of a rack of proper 
brushes not knowing what all the names 
and numbers meant. Of course, I could 
see the shape and extrapolate their 
purpose, but I didn't have any formal 

training to confirm 
my ideas. Asking an art store clerk 
would get you a snobby response like, 
"If you're a painter, shouldn't you know 
what brushes you need to use?" So, back 
then (late '80s early '90s) I went to the 
old school paint store and bought what 
they happened to have in stock. I got by 
just fine but still hated the snobby way 
brushes were labeled and sold. That is 
why none of my long handle brushes 
have numbers or traditional names and 
only my striping brushes are marked 
with size. I didn't even want to do that 
but I needed to for obvious reasons. 
Chris was a little unsure at first, but 
once I explained what I was doing, he 

loved the 
idea and allows me 
to name them however I want. Not to 
mention, the names are simple, funny 
and easy to remember. 

How would you describe your art 
to someone just discovering you in 
Gnarly Magazine?

If they are reading your magazine, they 
are already beyond help... good luck with 
that. Hahaha. Honestly, when people ask 
me to describe my work, I just tell them 
that I create the shit that makes the cool 
kids look cool. However, I am not now 
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nor have I ever been one of the cool kids. 

Who are three artists that our 
readers should be checking out right 
now?

Dude... you are gonna get me beat up for 
this one! Hahaha. I would say that three 
of the most creative people on earth at 
this very moment are James Jean, J.A.W 
Cooper, and Aaron Horkey. If those three 
don't heat your grease, you're probably 
dead. 

Is your artwork all done on a digital 
drawing tablet, or do you draw/paint 
on paper and canvas as well? Which 
do you prefer?

Everything starts on paper... pencil, then 
ink, color sketch, etc. Then I usually scan 
the finished line work into a computer 
to color if it is going to be a poster or 
something like that. If not, it's a drawing 
and then a painting. I prefer analog art 
(that's what I call traditional hand made 
art) to digital art. I use every tool that I 
can in order to get my vision out there, 

and while digital is the way the world sees 
things now, it is still just 1s and 0s. I need 
paint under my fingernails, graphite smeared 
across my hands and arms, ink spilled on 
my pants – real art, not virtual art. If it's 
not made out of paint, it is NOT A FUCKING 
PAINTING. Stop calling digital rendering 
"painting" or I will come to your house 
and punch you in the gawddamn throat! 
Uuummm, sorry, did I just say that out 
loud?  ;)

How are you selling and promoting 
your art and what tips could you give 
people trying to get their artwork to 
the masses? 

Hustle, grind, HUSTLE... also, use 
Facebook and Instagram to promote your 
HUSTLE! Did I mention hustle? Never 
stop moving. I tell people all the time, 
"Create so much art that people will 
either pay you for it or pay you to stop." 
Make art until you can no longer be 
ignored and then you are just getting 
started. Just don't fake it, no one likes 
a fake fuck.

I checked out the t-shirts on your 
website - Do you also do your own 
screenprinting?

I do my own screen printed posters, 
but I get my shirts and stickers 
printed by other hard working 
craftsmen. Support your fellow art 
nerds, it will make us all better at 

what we do. 

I also saw on your website 
the Danzig show poster you 
designed. I imagine you sitting 
on a couch next to Glenn 

talking about art and life and the 
state of music today. That’s true, 
right?

Actually, Glenn and I were at the gym 
busting out some serious reps when 
he reached over, gently caressing my 
glorious delts and said, "Yo wolf brother, 
can you rock out a skull poster for my 
next gig?" I set down the massive stack 
of iron I was pressing into the air and 
said, "Yes wolf brother, yes I will." Pretty 
much just like that. Hahaha. Actually 
not at all. A local pain in the ass show 
promoter sent me a show list to pick 
from. Who doesn't want to make a 
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Danzig poster, right? My wife and I did that one together. 
She didn't know who Danzig was... perfect, skulls it shall 
be. That was actually our first poster collaboration, it was 
dreamy because she is so damn hot and talented. If you 
want to see more about Sarah, check out 
www.theinkingdragon.com or @inkydragon on Instagram.

Final words of wisdom?

Have fun, don't take yourself so seriously, loosen up 
and remember: You're an artist, your job isn't to fix the 
world's problems, it's to NOT become one of them.
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Straight out of Cleveland, Ohio, Janet 

Decay and Grimm Gorri have joined 

forces to host their  show: "The Mummy 

and the Monkey" in order to continue a 

local tradition that spans over fifty 

years! Influenced by local greats like: 

Ghoulardi, Superhost, Big Chuck & Lil' 

John, as well as nationally syndicated 

shows such as: Elvira and Mystery 

Science Theatre 3000, they strive to 

deliver wacky comedy bits and screen 

cheesy B-movies. Horror Hosting as 

you've known it, will never be the same...

GNARLY: Hi Janet! Can you tell us a little bit 
about the Mummy and the Monkey Show?

JANET DECAY: Well, Grimm Gorri and I started the show in 
2014 after The Daughter Of The Ghoul was canceled on Time 
Warner cable in Cleveland. It was a show I hosted as Janet 
Decay, and Monkey man, Grimm Gorri, helped with behind 
the scenes and starred in a few comedy skits.

We originally met on the set of Daughter of The Ghoul, and 
we both had our own original characters so it made sense 
to join forces and make our own videos. Now we're going 
into our 3rd season, and we are on various Roku streaming 
online channels, as well as YouTube and public access cable 
networks.

Friends have described it as Pee Wee's Playhouse meets 
Elvira. We try to keep it for all ages to watch. Cleveland has 
such a rich history of late night horror movie hosts and 
growing up as Cleveland kids we watched those late night 
greats like "Big Chuck and Lil John," "The Ghoul," and 
"SuperHost" to name a few. There are puppet sidekicks, 
cheesy stories and special effects on a low budget level, but 
that's the charm of being a horror host. You have to make 
it entertaining with little to no budget. We've made many 
convention and haunted house appearances in character 
throughout the Midwest.

Who are Janet Decay and Grimm Gorri?

Janet Decay is Cleveland's "Yummy Mummy." She's 
Cleveland's FIRST horror hostess. She can be creepy and 
cute, like a friendly goth chick. I created the character in 2010 
because there was a charity zombie walk I wanted to go to, 



The Ghoul Show, I tried to make her more outgoing and 
approachable.  Her back-story is, she was a silent film 
actress in Cleveland in the early 1920's. During a shoot 
she was cursed due to an ancient Egyptian Sarcophagus 
that turned her into a real mummy. Her hair and outfits 
have evolved and now Miss Decay has her own wardrobe 
like a Monster High Doll or Demented Barbie. As much as 
I loved and admired Vampira(In the book Vampira and Her 
Daughters, Janet Decay is featured) and Elvira, I came to 
the realization that those lovely ladies perfected the little 
black dress already so no matter what Decay wears, I knew 
to NOT ever have her wear a little black dress. She has the 
mummy bandages, but belly dance flair has been added 
to give this mummy a more feminine feel. On top of being 
Cleveland's first horror hostess, as far as I know, I'm the 
first mummy character to be a horror host too.

Now we can't forget about Mr. Grimm Gorri, Cleveland's late 
night missing link, my sweet simian co-host who drives me 
bananas!

James, my husband in real life, and before we met, used to 
live out of state for awhile and traveled for work. He's also a 
huge fan of horror hosts, monster movies, and especially ape 
movies like King Kong. When living in Rhode Island in the late  
90's he created the character 
Grimm Gorri using a weird 
plastic monkey mask and 
modifying a hoodie with 
faux fur to make monkey 
paws. The Grimm Gorri 
Show on public access 
cable out there was 
short-lived but stayed 

but wanted to dress 
as something different, but still undead. So "The 
Mummy" was created, thanks to my mom for teaching 
me how to sew, and my love of classic horror flicks. 
My mummy character didn't get a name until 2012 
when I was helping a friend out with their movie 
review website and went under the pen name 
"Janet Decay." After that, the name stuck so 
in 2013 when D.M.K. Productions wanted me 
to host The Daughter Of The Ghoul Show it 
was billed as "The Daughter Of The Ghoul, 
Starring Janet Decay."

Prior to all this, I was an actress and 
model for local photographers, 
and filmmakers as a side hustle, 
so it was a local director that 
recommended I audition for the 
horror hostess gig.

In the beginning, I tried to 
make her more creepy and 
dark, using all dark makeup 
and in some old photos she 
looked scarier, but for The Daughter Of 
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with James until his move back to Cleveland in 2012. A local 
bar on the west side had Daughter Of The Ghoul Show flyers 
tacked onto the wall, so it peaked his curiosity and he wanted 
to be a part of it.

Grimm Gorri has evolved too. James has a new mask, a new 
hairdo, The Monkey mask with a pompadour wig is a great 
mix. I've helped him with his costumes and now Monkey man 
is gaining his own style. If only he'd take a flea dip! So he's 
sort of a rockabilly/punk/greaser hybrid.

Both our characters have little back-stories too:

Grimm Gorri in the 1950's was supposed to be the first horror 
host in Cleveland but didn't make the cut due to Channel 
WOPU's financial woes. So they pulled the plug, and Grimm 
sort of lurked around Cleveland, hanging around. He's gassy 
and rude, he has fleas and doesn't bathe, but Janet Decay is 
crazy for him, in a "Mulder and Scully" type of partnership. 
On The Mummy And The Monkey Show, we don't really get 
mushy or lovey-dovey, but they make a great pair, a pair of 
what, I dunno!

Many of the Bigfoot sightings in Northeast Ohio over the years 
could really have been Grimm Gorri walking around. What I 
think is the most creative about Grimm is his ability to be a 
star. Many monkey characters in shows are just sidekicks or 
just a monster, but he's funny and really gets great reactions 
out of people when we make public appearances.

Okay, now the shop... So, I was a retail manager for a very 
large company for ten years. After ten years of working 
nights, holidays, weekends, and just feeling burned out, I 
ventured into the automotive industry. The pay was better 
and I was catching up on some debts after a stressful divorce 
in 2014. For a few years I was an online sales representative, 
then a service writer, and after being treated like garbage, 
and feeling like garbage, decided to resign. My whole life 
I've fought anxiety and getting panic attacks even before 
punching the time clock was not a good way to be.

My love of thrift store 
shopping 

and collecting stuff on top of working on The Mummy And 
The Monkey were my motivators to start my own business. 
It sounds kind of corny, but there are a lot of great YouTube 
instructional videos and unlimited information online 
for people wanting to start a business. James and I also 
had friends who passed away suddenly that left projects 
unfinished. It was sort of a wake-up call in many ways to 
pursue what you love and to keep trying because The Grimm 
Reaper will get everybody one day. The Mummy And The 
Monkey's Thrift Crypt opened its doors in February of 2017 
and it keeps getting better. We are thankful for our fans, 
customers, and loving people in our lives. We plan in-store 
events and sales. Some days we dress up in character and 
even get our shoppers in our videos. We're getting more 
media attention and the people of Lakewood Ohio give us 
good reviews.

It's not all scary stuff or horror related. We carry retro VHS 
tapes, knick-knacks, gently used clothing, retro toys, jewelry, 
oddities, and original art. We love working with other local 
talent to help promote each other. I also started an online 
eBay store, and our Mummy and Monkey merchandise are in 
our shop and on Store Envy online.

We work other jobs too, but I'm now focusing on doing this 
full time to build up the following and quality of the store, and 
our videos.

Where can we watch The Mummy and the Monkey 
show?

This is the most asked question we get, "What Channel Are 
You on!?"

Roku Channels:
Bizarre TV, Betamax TV (maybe more soon)
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YouTube, just look under The Mummy And The Monkey 
(Watch anytime, anywhere, with any device)

Northeast Ohio Cable TV:
Channel 195 Spectrum Cleveland  
Channel 216 Cox Cable in Lakewood and surrounding cities.

BAT TV in Brunswick Ohio

Other streaming:
• Eerielatenight.com (The Monster Channel)
• Freeundergroundtv.com

Also, our podcast, Living The Scream. You can listen for 
free on Podbean – just search under The Mummy And The 
Monkey

Thanks to our friend Dino, Founder of Horrortown.

What’s the Monster Channel?

An online streaming network run by fellow horror host 
friends Halloween Jack, Jacqueline, and The Bone Jangler.
It's on Eerielatenight.com They are working on a Roku 
channel too. There used to be a Monster channel on cable a 
long time ago that was canceled, so my monster friends are 
re-animating it. What's cool about their streaming site is that 
you can chat while watching the movie. It's user-friendly and 
interactive.

Tell us your all-time favorite movie and all 
time favorite monster.

For James, er I mean Grimm Gorri, it would have to be King 
Kong and The Exorcist. Some of my favorites are The Bela 
Lugosi Dracula, and The Texas Chainsaw Massacre (The 
original). Another favorite is Tourist Trap. It's really hard to 
pick faves since we love so many monsters.

Be sure to check out THE Mummy 
and the Monkey online...

Website: TheMummyAndTheMonkey.com
Instagram: #TheMummyAndTheMonkey
Email: TheMummyAndTheMonkey@gmail.com

If you're in the cleveland area, 
be sure to check out their store

THRIFT CRYPT
13349 Madison Ave
Lakewood, OH
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Who’s brainchild was the Brushmasters Getaway and what 
was the driving force behind putting it on?

That's a tough question. I guess I kind of thought the idea of 
having a marijuana-friendly workshop in Colorado sounded 
cool, and it just snowballed from there between many of the 
instructors, family, friends, and sponsors. I couldn't give 
one person more credit than the next because we all had 
so much to do with it behind the scenes — from cutting 
grass to running Instagram promotions — we worked our 
ass off! We had no clue what we were stepping into — we 
just wanted to teach people our trade because we felt as if 
every other workshop was doing it the "wrong" way. We 

getaway
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q&a with 
cory "mr. oz" mroz

"You gotta fight for your right 

to party, right?"
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set out to do a more casual intimate 
workshop with less structure & 
lecture and more hands-on. We also 
felt the old boring hotel convention 
center or someone's shop just 
wasn't it. We're artists, ya know? 
We like to camp and party, smoke 
weed, drink beer, sit around 
campfires telling stories — not 
have certain schedules and be 
in some yuppie hotel where we 
have to be quiet past a certain 
time. Just ultimately take all the 
"school" type function out of 
it, and then get —not just the 
best— but the most humble of 
artists to be instructors. I think 
many would agree we've killed 
the typical workshop format 
and brought larger numbers 
faster than anybody. 

Was this year’s Getaway in Paonia, Colorado the first annual 
or have there been other Brushmaster Getaway events in 
the past? 

Well, we've done smaller events in the US but never the 
"Getaway" and, as I said, it just kinda blew up into that hype. 
But, this was the first official Brushmasters Getaway.

Can you tell us when and where the next 
Getaway will be? I know that you’ve floated out Florida, 
Kentucky, Hawaii, Oregon, and Maine as some possible 
locations. Have you made a final decision yet?

We've thrown several ideas out, but we have no clue, really. 
We know that keeping recreational marijuana in our format is 
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important to show our standpoint on freedom, but it's not the 
entire focus, as we will go abroad in the next few years. We may 
keep the main event in Colorado due to its laws and central 
location and branch out smaller options in time. 

Tell us about the event as a whole — Is it strictly a training 
event for instructors and students or is there a public 
component as well? 

So our first one was only for students, spouses, family, etc., but 
that's changing. We will offer limited four full days of workshop 
space in the future but plan always to have a day or two open 
for the public to see what we've created. It's just as important 
for us to teach those signed up who are familiar with the art 
form as it is equally important as a part of our format to show 
small communities and general public our world; to broaden 
the larger window of audience interested. This year we're 
talking about adding a car show, panel jam and concert to end 
things on Saturday, so that will open up the doors to many. 

What are the fields of expertise taught by instructors at the 
Brushmaster Getaway? 

We focus on hand lettering, hand pinstriping, gold leaf and 
several areas of custom paint. 

Is there an instructor that tends to get the most requests or 
do all students attending the Getaway get an equal amount 
of training by all of the instructors? 

No, we let all instructors teach how and when they want. We 
have no formal format. You could ask Tuki or Alan Johnson 
about gold leaf by the bonfire at night, or Brittney Bombshell 
about airbrushing at breakfast, and most any of them will show 
you at any point. We speak a little in class, but most instructors 
float around and are very hands-on with students the entire 
time. 

I saw on your Instagram feed that Paonia got a new 
“Welcome” sign. Can you tell us more about that? 

Yes, it was such an honor even to be a part of that! It was last 
minute that Taylor of Topshelf signs, Darren McKeag, Paul 
Thomas, myself, and Art Wisehart got together and decided 
to build that for a graffiti class. The Graffiti class ended up 
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getting canceled last minute, so we decided to make something 
positive out of it and made a sign for the town of Paonia. We 
knew it had been mentioned previously at town meetings. It 
was something we felt pretty good about doing. We donated it 
to the town, and it's being installed November 2017 in the north 
end of the Redwood Arms hotel lot on highway 133 in Paonia, 
forever to greet people!  We really made an impact with that 
decision; it touched the hearts of many in Paonia! 

It must take a lot of time to pull something like this event 
off. Tell us some of the stress points in getting everything 
together as well as the highlights of pulling off the 
Brushmasters Getaway. 

It's pretty much like hell! I mean I've never been and don't plan 
on it, but damn was it a lot of sleepless nights. Only we knew 
what the Getaway was supposed to be like. It was just an idea, 
a thought, so to make it everyone else's reality, it had to be 
explained... then explained again, then again, then 14 million 
other times. Some were down for it; some were not. Extreme 
ups and downs the whole time getting sponsors together and 
making sure all artist, students, and outside vendors were taken 

care of. The reward of teaching people and getting those thank 
you's, knowing you could have possibly changed someone's life 
forever is priceless. It's beautiful in a sense that artwork itself 
can't ever capture. 

Every headache was so well worth it because every interaction, 
friendship, memory, etc. that was made is the very reason 
we're all living. What's life if you're not having fun, making true 
connections with others, learning, teaching, enjoying the hell 
out it, getting into trouble, painting stuff your not suppose to 
and sometimes getting stressed? After all, you gotta fight for 
your right to party, right? 

Check out Brushmasters online
www.Brushmasters.com

Instagram: @brushmastersgetaway
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A normal day for me starts about 6:30 
am, coffee, chores etc. I draw every 
morning and then make my way to the 
tattoo studio by 10:30. I'm usually out 
of the tattoo studio by 5 pm, where I 
make my way home and visit with my 
family. By 6 pm, I'm down in my home 
studio painting motorbikes, skate decks, 
helmets and surfboards and anything 
I can get my hands on. I have several 
commissioned projects going. I try to 
make my way back upstairs by 11 pm, 
where I'll knock out another drawing or 
two. Social media is a constant hustle 
for me and very good for my art. 

Are you a self-taught artist or an art 
school guy?

I'm a little of both. Even though I have 
art school diplomas, I have taught 
myself everything I know how to do. 

I received a certificate of completion 
from The Art Institute of Minneapolis 
when I was a young teenager. Back in 
the day, the TV Guides had a "Draw 
Skippy" or another character. The 
school liked my art, so they sent a 
representative down and enrolled me 
in classes. It was basic techniques, 
lighting, shading, perspective, etc. I 
have an AA Graphic Arts degree from 
Hawkeyes Community College, in Iowa. 
Oddly enough, the techniques I use 
today to create my own style of art, 
are techniques and factors that I didn't 
learn in school. I'm sure there are some 
basics that I use daily that I was taught, 
however, I taught myself how to draw 
bikes, cars, characters, flames, skulls, 
etc. My entire K through 12 schooling, I 
was lectured for handing in papers with 
skulls, flames and hot rods drawn in the 
margins. The teachers would lecture me, 

FEATUREd ARTIST
Born and raised in Iowa, I started 
drawing at a very young age. I grew 
up reading Cartoons magazine. I 
would always get lectured in school 
for handing in papers that had skulls, 
flames, motorbikes, and trucks drawn 
on the margins. I joined the Army when 
I was 17, finished high school, and put 
myself through art school. My memory 
goes back to growing up on my Dad's '65 
Panhead. The images of David Mann's 
centerfolds have been embedded in my 
brain for life. Art, motorbikes, hot rods, 
blowing shit up after dark and running 
against the norm of society have been a 
part of my entire life. 

Three years ago, my best friend and 
soulmate found me and saved my life. 
I have been sober for three years and 
my art and inner-self have blossomed. 
I have Missy to thank for everything. 



twenties. I was drawing and painting 
long before my tattoo years.

Your style is very unique. Is that 
something you worked hard at doing 
or was it just one of those things 
where you got lucky in that your 
artwork was naturally a unique style?

The style I'm mostly known for was 
something I just happened upon and 
it became very popular. I would say 
that I'm mostly known for my black 
and white art. Collages of skulls, bikes, 
cars, etc. I couldn't begin to tell you 
how I came up with this style. I've been 
drawing and composing elements like 
this my entire life. I'm guessing social 
media has helped expose my art.

Who are your influences?

My wife is the most influential person in 
my life. However, I believe you're being 
art specific, so I will tell you that David 
Mann, Kenneth Howard, George Trosley 
to name a few. I have several friends 
in the art world and they all have 
some sort of influence on me: Jeremy 
Pederson @Relic_kustoms, Scott Takes 
@scott_takes_underground, Paul Cox  
@paulcoxindustries, George Frizzell  
@georgethepainter and Jimmy Frizzell 
@jimmy_suicide. These are people I 
know personally, who are amazing 
artists and even more amazing human 
beings.

Do you stay local or do you hop 
around and work/sell in different 
states?

From 2007 until 2015, I literally traveled 
the country and the world, promoting 
my art. Social media has allowed me 

to build my home studio, stay put in 
one spot and create art for clients all 
over the world, all while being at home 
with my family. I have displayed my 
art in Moscow Russia, at The TripOut 
in England, I have shown my art in 
Birmingham England, I have displayed 
my sketches and drawings at Mooneyes 
in Japan. My paintings, helmets, tanks, 
and surfboards have been on display 
from LA to New York in this country and 
lots of shows in between.

Tell me about your sobriety and how 
it’s helped you grow as an artist?

My sobriety came as a result of my 
wife finding me and saving me. Missy 
and I met in 2014 and about 3 months 
into our relationship, we both made the 
decision to become and stay sober. As 
a result, my art has literally blossomed 
into one of the most rewarding aspects 
of my life. Being sober has allowed me 
to focus on the important things in life, 
like family, art, being a good person and 
remembering the memories.

If you don’t mind getting personal, 
what were you struggling with and 
what words of wisdom can you give 
other artists who are struggling 
addiction?

As much as I would like to say I wasn't 
addicted to alcohol, it was a part of my 
everyday life. Some days it was what 
I focused on most. Looking back, it's 
most likely because I wasn't happy. 
As far as words of wisdom go, I'm no 
philosopher and different words work 
for different people. However, if you 
find yourself alone, thinking about your 
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saying, you can't do this. I replied this is 
all I want to do.

Would you say you’re a tattooer who 
also paints or a painter who also 
tattoos?

Tattooing came into my life in my early continued on next page...
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that was lined with velvet and displayed 
a tattooed pigs foot. I'm currently 
working on a surfboard for a very 
popular, upcoming art show. I'm also 
working on painting a Honda Trail 50 – 
it's going to be super wicked. 

What is one project you’re especially 
proud of?

My David Mann surfboard is the one 
piece of art that comes to mind. 

problem while messed up or questioning 
it the morning after, you probably should 
change your ways. If you need help 
doing that, definitely seek it. I was lucky 
enough to have someone find me. Be 
true to yourself and those around you 
and good things will happen in your life.

What are some of your most current 
and interesting projects?

Most recently, I finished up a coffin tank 

I created this board a few years back for 
the David Mann Chopperfest. They had 
asked me to recreate David's "Sunset 
Strip" painting in my style. 

What is your thought process when 
determining a look for one of your 
tank/helmet/canvas paintings?

My thought process is mental and 
abnormal. Believe it or not, ideas come 
to me in my sleep. Most often I take 
my canvas – whether a tank, helmet 
or quarter panel – and leave it sitting 
around for weeks, just so I can stare at 
it daily. Often times, the canvas will tell 
me what will work best for it.

Do you find that you’re backed up 
with projects or are you one of those 
artists that have the ability to work 
very fast with a high-quality end 
result?

I'm definitely backed up with multiple 
projects. Which, in my opinion, is a good 
thing. I'm constantly taking on new 
projects and my list of commissioned 
art doesn't necessarily get done in the 

continued on next page 24
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Be sure to visit Darren online

Instagram: @mckeagart

Big Cartel: mckeagart.bigcartel.com

order I received them. It all depends 
on how my brain is working. My 
turnaround times on art can vary a lot. 
Typically I can turn around a tank or 
helmet in about 3 to 4 weeks. Entire 
motorbikes take much longer and 
commissioned paint jobs can take longer 
if I have sketches, logos, and t-shirt 
art to create for clients. A typical day 
for me starts anywhere from 5:30 am 
to 6:30 am. I usually make coffee and 
create a morning sketch. I'll work on 
commissioned drawings, while the sun 
comes up. From there, I'll go down to 
my studio and paint. Package any order 
that needs to go out. I will make my way 
to the tattoo shop and tattoo from 11 am 
until 4 or 5 pm. I return home to spend 
time with my family, do more drawing, 
return to the basement to paint and try 

to create a final drawing by 11 or 12. 

How involved do you like a client to be 
with a commissioned piece?

I like a client to be involved as little as 
possible. The slightest details are all I 
prefer so that they are going to get the 
most original McKeag art piece possible; 
tattoo-wise, painting-wise and sketch-
wise.

Do you have any horror stories about 
a client who maybe wanted to be 
overly involved in the creative? 

Oh holy hell, I could write a book on my 
experiences with over-involved clients. 
Anymore, with email and messaging, I 
can usually get a feel for what people 

are wanting and how involved they 
are or what freedoms they are willing 
to give me. From here I can decide if I 
want to take the job. 

What tips would you share with up 
and coming artists on creating the 
most visually impactful design and 
navigating the competitive field of art?

Draw every day. Eat, sleep and breathe 
your art. Be true to yourself and your 
art and most importantly, don't browse 
social media for influences. 
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was 6 am and the sun was just appearing over the 
horizon. Mr. Hitler was in his red pajamas, doing his 
morning exercise routine. The first exercise he never 

skipped included the stretching of his right arm as he saluted 
himself in the mirror. Once he was pleased with the height 
and the angle of his arm, he began testing his vocal cords by 
loudly yelling “Heil Hitler” at his own reflection. He always 
flinched a little during this bit and it filled him with joy. Yes, 
he was still as authoritative as ever. He finished the routine 
with a swift march around his oversized desk and sat down 
in his huge chair with a glass of milk. His thoughts drifted 
away.
 
As he was sipping on his morning milk, he remembered a 
dream he had last night. In the dream, he was about as tall 
as the American Chrysler building (which he absolutely 
despised) and as strong as a thousand German Panzer tanks. 
He emerged from the 

Atlantic Ocean, decapitated the Statue of Liberty and 
continued to destroy a good part of Manhattan. All the US 
planes and tanks couldn’t hurt him. He was unstoppable. At 
one point, though, he heard a distant roar coming from the 
ocean. Apparently, he wasn’t the only thing that emerged 
from the ocean. All he could see was a dark silhouette, far 
at the edges of the city. It filled him with so much fear that 
he started to shake. 

His hands became sweaty and was about to faint when he 
suddenly woke up.

He didn’t like that dream. Sure, it wasn’t real; he knew that 
all too well. Yet, a small voice in his head kept urging him to 
make sure. The beast was just a myth, and yet, during his 
life, he saw many myths come to life. This time, there was no 
place for errors. Today was the day he would deal with that 
threat for good.

Somewhere around noon, as Hitler was responding to hate 
mail from other countries, someone knocked on his door. It 
was the lead scientist of his special team. Hitler never knew 
his name. He really didn’t care.

“Sir! We did it! We located him!”

“Really? How marvelous! Get the plane ready and assemble 
my special unit. We’re going on a hunt.”

“Yes, sir.”

“Oh, and just one more thing… I am quite disappointed by 
your efficiency. I expected the beast to be located days ago… 
Choose, say, three slowest members of your team and execute 
them today.”

STORY BY: JOHNNY VONGRIZ & CONTROID
ILLustration by Jonathan chanutomo

It

The beast was just a myth, and yet, during his life, 

he saw many myths come to life.
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You could see the 
man’s smile slowly fade 
from his face as the words left his mouth.

“But, sir…”

“OK, make it four. I don’t have all day. Where is my plane?”

…

Hitler’s special team included himself, his lead scientist Otto, 
a group of about 12 soldiers, and their guide who secretly 
despised all the Nazis but couldn’t do anything about it. The 
team used a special aircraft designed by some of Hitler’s 
most notorious inventors at the time. It could fly around the 
world in a matter of hours and as silently as a timid pigeon. 
Needless to say, the trip to Skull Island was no challenge 
except that the group had to make a few stops along the 
way. Hitler’s bladder problem was no joke and it annoyed him 
greatly. Some say that it was during one of his regular nightly 
visits to the bathroom that he actually came up with the idea of 
conquering the world.

Once they arrived there, they found out that the 
guide didn’t speak German and there was no 

way of explaining to him who they wanted 
to track down. The Führer was, mildly 

put, enraged. He walked over to the 
nearest palm tree and started to hack 

at it imagining the guide’s stupid 
face. It took him about an hour 
or so to get rid of all that anger 
inside him. As soon as he was 
done, he turned around and 
with an artificial smile on his 
face said “Fine, I’ll lead the 
way then. Tell this ‘guide’ to 
get out of my sight.”

The soldiers looked at each 
other and said nothing. Otto 
decided it was his role to 
address this issue.

“But, sir, we can’t. He doesn’t 
speak German. That’s the 

whole problem.”

Hitler looked at Otto with fire 
in his eyes and then switched his 

focus to the guide.
“Go away!” he said gesturing with his 

hand.

The guide smiled and waved back.

Hitler finally gave up, took out his machete and 
started to make his way through the thick forest. His 

entire entourage followed, including the oblivious guide. 
They wandered the forests of Skull Island for hours until they 
finally heard a terrifying roar a couple of miles away.
“That must be where he is. I can feel it. Soon I will have my 
very own monster to do as I command. We will tear down the 
cities together.”

One solitary tear came down Hitler’s face as he thought about 
this amazing prospect. He wiped it off with his sleeve and 
rushed through the deep woods towards the roar. Inside, he 
felt both excited and afraid. That is just how he liked things to 
be.

After about a mile, they finally saw the glorious beast, the 
almighty King Kong. Hitler’s eyes watered a little as he thought 
of all the destruction they would bring about together.

“Are the tranquilizer darts ready? We’ll need a whole bunch of 
them for this ape.”

“Umm… Sir?…”

Without looking at Otto, Hitler continued.
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“What?”

“Sir, I think we should be really quiet now.”
“What are you goin’ on about? Are the tranquilizers…?”

As Hitler turned around, set on executing someone to brighten 
up this gloomy day, he finally saw it. Right before him stood a 
30-foot dinosaur with razor sharp teeth and a bloodthirsty look 
in its eyes. Hitler stood frozen in place and tried to whisper an 
order to his soldiers. He spoke as softly as a timid schoolgirl 
during an exam.

“Shoot this thing… please.”

After nothing happened, he repeated the order, but this time 
louder, with some dictatorial determination in his voice. The 
dinosaur growled at Hitler a bit more until it felt something 
on its neck. It was a bullet from one of the soldiers, but to this 
beast, it was nothing but a slight inconvenience. It turned its 
head towards the soldiers and immediately jumped on the 
closest one, knocking him to the ground, tearing him limb from 
limb. Hitler helplessly watched as this bloody frenzy continued. 
Hitler lost five capable blonde soldiers as their screams echoed 
throughout the forest. This is when Otto gathered up his 
courage and decided to make a move. He ordered two of the 
soldiers to make a distraction, while he pulled out a strange-
looking device with one extremely sharp end from his pocket. 
As the men sacrificed most of their limbs to please the Führer, 
Otto ran up from behind, stuck the device in the dinosaur’s foot 
and quickly moved away.

“What the hell is that?” Hitler asked, completely ignoring the 
fact that most of his men were still dying out there.

“Watch.”

Otto pulled out a small remote with a couple of buttons and 
pressed the red one.

“It’s something new I’ve been working on. Let’s see if it actually 
works.”

About a minute or so nothing happened and then, all of a 
sudden, the dinosaur fell to the ground and let out a painful 
scream. It was completely motionless. Hitler smiled unable to 
hide his true feelings.

“Well done, Otto. That was exceptional.”

“That’s not all, sir.”

After pressing the blue button, the dinosaur suddenly stood up 
and turned around. It growled and screamed, looking straight 
into Hitler’s eyes. One careful step after the other, the dinosaur 
approached him and crouched down.

“You can climb on its back, sir. It’s perfectly safe. I can control 
it now. It follows my commands.”

Hitler climbed the beast, grabbed the remote controller from 
Otto’s hands and with a wide smile gave it a test run. There was 
no doubt that huge, mean killing machines were his thing, but 
to test this one fully, he needed a volunteer. Perhaps one of his 
soldiers that wasn’t blonde enough? His eyes immediately fell 
on Hans, the weird red-haired radio guy who never knew how 
to hold a Luger properly. Hitler remembered walking in on him 
one Sunday afternoon, as he was sitting in the tent, listening to 
some horrific American jazz. “Yes, he would do,” Hitler thought 
as he pressed that huge black button. The dinosaur devoured 
Hans before you could say, Heil Hitler.

“You’ve outdone yourself, Otto. Now, let’s deal with the ape!”

Riding this ferocious dinosaur, Hitler galloped towards the 
source of that roar they’d heard some time ago. Otto, the 
oblivious guide, and the surviving soldiers tried to keep up.

Once Hitler reached the opening, he was amazed to realize 
that King Kong was nowhere to be seen. Based on the tracks 
on the ground, there was some struggle and it appeared that 
he had been dragged away. The dinosaur he was riding had an 
exceptional nose, though, and quickly picked up the scent.

About two hours into the chase, Hitler was ready to give up. The 
dinosaur must have followed a wrong scent or he made a wrong 
turn somewhere. His mind was coming up with numerous 
explanations when he spotted something out of the corner of 
his eye. They had already reached the shoreline and somewhere 
in the distance, he could see a bunch of people pulling ropes 
and moving something huge wrapped up in tarps onto a ship. 
At the ship’s wheel was a face he recognized from the papers 
– a famous American director Carl Denham. However, it wasn’t 
him that actually caught Hitler’s attention, but the beautiful 
blonde standing right next to him.

As Hitler was staring into the distance, Otto and the men finally 
arrived, drenched in sweat and with almost no life in them. 
Otto grabbed his flask, opened it up and realized it was empty. 
“Das fuck!!!!!!,” Otto screamed, causing weird looking bug-eyed 
birds to fly away from the surrounding trees. Otto stared down 
at the flask he just dropped to the ground, shaking his head 
sheepishly. “Das fuck,” he mumbled to himself again.”

“Hush, now, Otto. We wouldn’t want you alerting our ape-
snatchers out there. Use the radio and tell our pilot to meet us 
a couple of miles back. We’ll follow this glamorous bunch to see 
where they’re taking my monster.”

As Otto tried (and failed) to use the radio because of his 
incredibly dry mouth, Hitler couldn’t take his eyes from the 
young actress he later learned was called Ann Darrow. She 
seemed like a perfect Arian specimen and that was enough 
to make Hitler fall in love… or whatever the Nazis called this 
feeling.

Continued on next page...



“You had to land into those bushes, didn’t you?” Hitler yelled 
at the pilot as he was straightening out his perfect German 
uniform. “I want her to see me in the best light, as a proper 
dictator and not some dirty hobo who can’t even conquer 
France.” He chuckled a bit, revoking some rather violent 
memories.

Following Denham’s ship, Hitler reached the coast of New York 
City. Everything looked a lot bigger than it did in his dreams. 
The very thought of smashing up those buildings created some 
fuzzy feeling in his stomach. With a smile, he walked over to 
Central Park where this magnificent beast, King Kong, was 
showcased as the “8th Wonder of the World.” It seemed that 
this director was creating a new, live show with the ape as the 
main star. Hitler decided that kidnapping King Kong in front of 
such a crowd would show off the power of the Nazis and put 
fear into the hearts of those damn Americans. He felt, obviously, 
superior.

“How can an overgrown ape be called the 8th Wonder of the 
World? I am the Ubermensch! The one true wonder this world 
needs… It appears the world needs to be reminded of this.”

The plan was as follows – Hitler’s soldiers would sneak in from 
behind, attack Denham and his men and release the beast from 
its shackles. There had to be a giant key, right? In the midst 
of all that confusion, Hitler would kidnap the girl and take her 

back to the aircraft. It was up to Otto to come up with a way 
to restrain that beast and dominate it. Needless to say, Otto 
wasn’t fond of that plan. He thought of protesting, but it was 
pointless… And he was still thirsty…

“Let’s go!” Hitler yelled and everyone moved to their positions.
 
But how was he going to get through the crowd without 
anyone noticing him? After all, he was the most important 
figure in the world. He was someone children looked up to (or 
at least so he thought). Suddenly, out of nowhere, he spotted 
something interesting in the crowd. Just a few hundred feet 
from the tent, some kind of rally was happening. About a dozen 
people dressed up as German soldiers protested this exhibit, 
reminding people that the war in Europe was still on. One 
of them was even dressed as Hitler himself, although not as 
dashing, in Hitler’s opinion.

He slowly made his way to the group and casually blended in 
yelling things like “War!” “Remember Hitler?” and “The world 
is falling apart.” He smiled with every word. From within the 
group, he saw the tent and tried to herd the group there with 
his natural leadership skills. As they were getting closer, the 
Hitler impersonator turned towards the original and shoved 
him.

“Hey, who are you? I haven’t seen you around before.”

“Ja… Ugh, I’m new here. It’s my first day on the job. Down with 
Hitler and all that nonsense.”

“What do you mean ‘job’? Is someone paying you for this? You 
look awfully familiar... Ugh… Are you…?”

The impersonator’s eyes grew widened as he realized who 
was standing before him. It was his worst nightmare.

Hitler decided that was it. He pulled out his 
mighty Luger pistol when he heard screams in 
the distance and that famous roar. The beast 
was loose. People started panicking and running 
around, while Hitler quickly ran into the tent, 
found Ann and grabbed her by the hand.

 “I have no time for introductions, though 
you’ve probably heard of me and admired me 

from afar. Well, your wish has come true.”

“Let me go, you maniac. Someone help!”

Hitler dragged her out and signaled 
his pilot to come pick him up. At 
that point, Otto appeared out of 
nowhere.
“Sir, I don’t have any other 
ideas. You’ll need to take care of 
this. Goodbye.”

Otto injected him with a weird 
serum and ran away in horror. 
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Hitler’s arm hurt for a little bit but it soon passed. Whatever 
Otto gave him failed. He looked in the distance and saw 
King Kong destroying New York, one building at a time. 
Needless to say, Hitler felt betrayed. He wanted to 
control that raging monkey. He wanted people to know 
that it was him who caused this devastation. Ready to 
accept defeat, he pulled Ann by the hand and led her 
to the aircraft that was just soaring above the park.

All of a sudden, Hitler heard those large footsteps 
closer and closer. King Kong saw him pulling Ann’s 
hand and immediately decided to protect her. Just 
like Hitler, the creature had an unhealthy fascination 
with blondes. Hitler panicked and watched as his 
pilot tried to intercept the beast. With just one easy 
swat, King Kong destroyed the aircraft and continued 
moving towards the Führer. Hitler let go of Ann, fell 
down to his knees and started to pray. He wasn’t much 
of a religious person, but at that time, he would gladly join 
hands with some praying Jewish fellas, as long as it saved 
him from being squashed like a Matzah ball! He closed his eyes 
and thought of his beloved Germany.

When he opened his eyes, he felt strangely different. The world 
around him shrunk and King Kong was staring straight into 
his eyes. Somehow, Hitler was the same size as the giant ape. 
At first, he thought of thanking God, but quickly realized it was 
Otto’s work. It was time to show the world just who Hitler was. 
He dusted off his knees, gave a scowl, and ran straight towards 
King Kong.

The first punch was Hitler’s. One strong, uppercut and Kong 
fell down, destroying a building with his mighty back. This 
little victory was incredibly motivating for Hitler. He looked 
at his fist and then lifted it up gloriously towards the sky as if 
greeting the sun. It is because of the sun that he didn’t see the 
kick coming. The creature was right beside him, kicking him in 
the stomach and forcing him to let off a giant, guttural moan, 
as all air left his lungs. He immediately struck back, but the ape 
dodged. A few more punches to the jugular and Hitler realized 
that he would have to flee. He ran towards the Empire State 
building and started to climb. A part of him knew it was a bad 
idea, but he was desperate. As he was making his way towards 
it, he managed to spot Ann down on the street. With a swift 
movement of his hand, he picked her up and took her with him.

“Hey, you stupid monkey! Look what I’ve got! Make just one 
more step and I will throw her into the sea, never to be found 
again.”

Ann screamed and the sound of her voice seemed to trigger 
Kong’s rage even more. There is one thing that Hitler never 
actually considered – the fact that apes don’t speak German. 
Kong lunged towards Hitler, ignoring his threats and grabbing 
the arm that was holding Ann.

“Get your hands off me, you damn dirty ape,” Hitler screamed 
as Kong opened his arm, grabbed Ann and put her safely on 
top of his shoulder. Then he turned around and with pure rage 

in his eyes started bashing away at Hitler. The first couple of 
punches seemed to focus on his face. Hitler managed to dodge 
a couple of them and started to climb higher and higher. Just 
as he reached the spire, he spotted a couple of fighter planes 
coming his way. Clearly, they were no match for him. Hitler 
knocked down one of them and was getting ready to crush the 
second one when Kong appeared once again. The ape blocked 
Hitler’s fist and the two started to exchange blows with Ann 
holding on to Kong’s hairy shoulder for dear life.

“These people enslaved you! Why are you even defending 
them?” Hitler screamed at the ape while dodging half the blows. 
Somewhere in between, he spotted Ann. “Oh, I see. You’re 
doing this for her? Well, what will you do now?”

With jealousy in his eyes, Hitler tried to reach for Ann with his 
left arm. Kong saw that, caught his arm in mid-air and punched 
Hitler as hard as he could. In complete shock, Hitler lost 
balance and plummeted towards the ground below.

About a mile away, Otto was watching everything with a cone 
of ice-cream in his hand. He was casually sitting on a bench, 
as the entire city was cheering for Kong. An old woman with a 
smile on her face turned to Otto and said,

“Well, that ape sure kicked Hitler’s ass.”

Otto took another lick and dramatically answered.

“It wasn’t the ape that killed Hitler. It was his weird blonde 
obsession…”
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Reader Rides

Bob Bulla
Elkins Park, Pennsylvania
1963 Triumph Thunderbird 750

Ryan McWilliams
Havertown, PA
1929 Ford Model A

Joe Stemmler
Oceanside, NY
1968 Chevy Nova

Tommy Wren
Santa Rosa, CA
1955 Chevy Stepside
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Amanda Beland
Payson, Arizona
2000 Civic D

E-mail your ride photos to GnarlyMagOnline@gmail.com  
for a chance to be included in the new Reader Rides section.



EVO chopper built from a 2002 Sportster. Paugcho 
frame, Zombie performance handlebars, vintage Hella headlights, 
BCM air cleaner, lowbrow rear fender, handmade headlight brackets and 
sissybar, custom king/queen seat, 16" rear spoked Sportster 72 rim with Avon 
MK2 tire and 21" front Sportster 72 rim running an Avon Speedmaster tire. 
She's fun as fuck to ride!!

Reader Rides

Tommy Wren
Santa Rosa, CA
1955 Chevy Stepside

Ryan Ellis
Phoenix, AZ
1972 Chevy Blazer
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FEATURED RIDE
Zach The Barber from Milwaukee, WI

Garrett Hite
Dallas, Texas
THEM! Car Club
1955 Dodge Lancer

Bill Rementer 
& Denise 
(Rockabilly Mom)
Holland, PA
1937 Ford Tudor
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shiftingwith

satan
Shift knob and shave 

brush sculptures by 

Gustav Germann

Gnarly Magazine: Can you tell me your 
process for creating your shift knobs 
and shave brushes?

Gustav Germann: The actual process 
is very abstract (even to me). I am self-
taught so "trial and error" describes me 
pretty well. If it doesn't turn out right 
the first time, I'll try over and over until 
I make it. Failure is not an option for me!

I never sketch out the ideas before I 
start sculpting, even though I've been 
drawing my whole life. I'm usually 
sitting on my couch fooling around with 
a chunk of clay, and after awhile it has 
transformed into something. So while 
working on a custom order, I listen to 
what the customer wants, maybe ask for 
references, and then I start sculpting, 
and I keep the customer up to date with 

photos during the process – that way 
changes can be made at once. 

What materials and tools are you 
using to do the sculpting? Do they have 
to be cured in a kiln?

My workshop is in a spacelab, and my 
tools are high-tech and awesome... No, 
man, it's really low-tech, and my living 

My name is Gustav Germann (aka Guger Art). Born and raised in the northern parts of Sweden. 
Before I started sculpting, I did a lot of logo and t-shirt designs for various death metal bands, 
but after a computer crash, I decided to try sculpting (which I've always wanted to try but never 
had time). I showed my first sculpted thing to a very good friend, and he talked me into turning it 

into a shift knob. And here I am now. 
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satan
room is actually my workshop. Hahaha. That's where I do all the 
sculpting and painting, etc., while Netflix or a documentary is playing 
on the tv in the background. So I guess you could say that my set-up is 
very basic. I am working with a modeling clay that you cure in a regular 
oven. I have some sculpting tools, but the best tools are plastic ones 
that I bought at Toys 'R Us.

What are your typical hot sellers?

I've always liked the idea of limited editions and the fact that not 
everyone has the same stuff, so yeah I love doing one-off custom orders. 
But even my stock shift knobs are made in very small series, usually 
between 3-5 copies, (but some models have been cast up to 8-10 times). 
I guess that you can say that the ”Original black Tophat” shaving brush 
is my hot seller. It was the first shaving brush I made, and it really went 
viral among the wet shavers.
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How long does an average shift knob 
or shave brush typically take to create?

It depends on a number of details, and I 
have never clocked it, but if everything 
goes smoothly, then I have a finished 
shift knob within a week.

Is Guger Art your main source of 
income or still workin' for the man?

Unfortunately, no. I have a brain-dead day 
job that I go to, but I do a lot of thinking 
and planning when I'm there.

Where do you draw your influences 
from when creating one of your shift 
knobs or shavers?

Oh, that is a tricky question. Most of 
my influences were from back when 
I was growing up, and I think they've 

influenced me into doing art, more than 
influencing my art (if you know what I 
mean). Bernie Wrightson is definitely the 
artist that has influenced me the most. 
I fell in love with his artwork from the 
very first time I saw it in comics as a 
kid. But also artists like Kent Williams, 
and Michel "Away" Langevin, Robert 
Williams, Salvador Dali, etc. They have all 
very different styles but have meant so 
much to me through the years. 

Do you only sculpt knobs and shavers 
or do you have other sculpted creations 
as well?

I've done various things such as 45rpm 
adapters (for vinyl records), sculpted 
tail-lights, and one of my latest projects 
was a beer tap handle, mostly because I 
liked the format and wanted to do it my 
way. I am pretty new to sculpting, and, 

as I said before, my workshop is in my 
living room, so there are limitations on 
what's possible to do. But I am always 
interested in trying new things and 
pushing my limits, so if someone comes 
up with a crazy idea, I will most likely do 
my best in sculpting it (if not just to see 
if I managed to do it).

What has been your most bizarre 
custom request?

Hahaha. I don't know if it's bizarre, but I 
have to say the Pineapple shift knob! It 
was so freaking hard to sculpt and paint. 
I spent a lot of time studying and took 
photos of pineapples at the supermarket, 
but I really loved making it!

Order your knobs and shavers at:

GugerArt.com 
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The art of Quyen Dinh 
I've come a long way to be where I am today starting as a Vietnamese-
refugee from the boat people generation of the 1970s. I was only 2 when 
we risked and left everything behind to escape to "The Land of the Free" 
in 1979. It would be another year in a refugee camp in Malaysia that we 
would set foot on American soil. Growing up in the suburbs of Southern 
California, I was surrounded and inspired by the alternative culture 
that was very eminent here. I was specifically drawn to tattoo culture 
at a very young age. I also discovered a talent for art around this time. 
However, having been brought up with immigrant values, I was never 
encouraged to pursue art but to be practical instead. The compromise 
was going to film school. In 2004, I graduated USC with a degree in 
Cinema. Immediately after graduating and being disillusioned by the 
film industry, I had abandoned my pursuit of a film career to pursue 
my first love of art. It wasn't until March of 2012 that my goals became 
reality with a serendipitous decision to take a break and paint a little 
something for myself -- a tattoo flash design of a flapper. This piece was 
posted on Tumblr and everything changed overnight. For the first time, 
people were acknowledging my work. By the time summer came, I had 
an Etsy shop and that was the start of my business, Parlor Tattoo Prints 
that I run today out of my home and studio in Los Angeles, California. 
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I know people will want to know: Do 
you use any special brushes or brand of 
watercolor?

I've been all over the place with my 
mediums because I love to discover new 
materials but I think I found my favorite 
type and brand of watercolor just a few 
months ago. It's Dr. Ph Martin's liquid 
watercolors. It's super user-friendly, 
concentrated, and the saturation of color 
is just amazing. I have no preference in 
regard to brushes. 

You do both digital and brush to paper 
painting. Do you have a preference?

I do paint both traditionally and digitally. I 
don't prefer one or the other. Instead, I like 
to have options in mediums. I like to have 
a range of skills and tools at my disposal. 
But I do want to say that when I don't have 
too much time, digital painting might get 
the job done faster but not always.

What digital drawing tablet do you 
use? Have you used multiple digital 
devices? Which do you prefer?

I have only ever used Wacom and I have 
3 tablets in total ranging from the full 
27 inch to the 13 inch Cintiq Companion. 
My favorite, however, is my newest 
edition - the Wacom Mobilestudio 
Pro 16. It's the perfect size. The new 
design is sleek and thinner with fewer 
glitches. And why I prefer Wacom, in 
general, is simply because they are 
the leader in digital drawing tablets. 
Their technology is better because 
digital painting is their focus.

Do you prefer commission work or 
just drawing/painting what your 
heart desires?

Continued on next page...
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I have always preferred coming up with my own 
designs; however, 2018 is the first year that I've opened 
up commissions. I've been doing it long enough now 
where it's nice to not constantly brainstorm new ideas 
but rather work with the idea of others. It's a nice mental 
break, even for just a bit.

Who are your creative influences?

The entire lowbrow art scene is my creative influence 
- from the tattoo community to pop surrealistic artists. 
It's all really inspiring. But if we're gonna name names 
- Norman Collins (of course), Frida Kahlo, Van Gogh, 
Drew Struzan, just to name a few.

What do you do when the creative block hits?

It actually doesn't happen a lot; and when it does, it's 
not for long. My problem is the opposite of artist's block. 
I tend to work so much because I feel like there's not 
enough time in this lifetime to do all that I want to do. 
I mean, I want to make dioramas, I want to write and 
direct movies, I want to do it all. This is a legitimate 
concern of mine. I mean I sleep 5-hour nights to have 
more hours in a day.

You do a lot of pop culture/fan art paintings and 
paintings with that old-timey barbershop look. Do you 
feel that one genre does better than the other?

Fan art does get a lot of attention. Our generation 
definitely leans towards fan art. However, I think I've 
also created a fan-art audience for myself by doing so 
much of it just because I, too, love it. But I think if I were 
to solely focused on my traditional stuff, it could very 
well keep me just as busy. 

If you were not watercolor painting, what other career 
path would you choose?

So many different career paths out there that I would love 
to pursue. Filmmaking for sure - writing and directing 
horror films and socially impactful documentaries. I 
would love to build movie props and sets. I would love 
to sculpt live action sfx creatures. I would love to build 
stop-motion puppets. I've done all of these things in 
some form or another in the past. I wish I had 9 lives to 
pursue all of these things. 
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@parlor_tattoo_prints
Website: ParlorTattooPrints.com
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STORY by: JOHNNY VON GRIZ, ILLUSTRATION BY: Ivan Arnal

We're gonna 
need a 

bigger boat!

Ha! Jaws reference.  
Seriously,  

we're fucked!
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HotRod JenHotRod Jen

Art addict, pinstriper, 
gearhead, and 

music lover is how 
Pennsylvania's  

HotRod Jen 
describes herself on 
her Instagram profile. 
We wanted to know 

more about this 
gnarly artist, so we 

bombarded her with 
twenty questions. 

Enjoy...
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What was it that initially inspired you 
to pick up a pinstriping brush and dip 
it into a can of 1 Shot?

A conversation at a car show someone 
suggested that I learn how to pinstripe, 
so why not give it a whirl, right? I was 
already heavily doing art of cars so why 
not try doing art on them?
  
What’s a typical Hot Rod Jen work day 
look like?

My days are different if I'm staying in 
the studio or on the road. If it's on the 
road I load up all my gear and hit the 
road, donuts, and set up at wherever 
the customer is. Throw some tunes on 
and get the brush slinging. If I'm at the 
studio it's wake up, donuts, tunes, and 
paint or layout work. Some days I don't 
start painting until 2 pm but don't stop 
until 2 am. I really feel like I'm at my 
most creative state of mind at night. 
 
What is your art background and 
what were you doing before you were 
pinstriping? 

As long as I can remember I've been 

doing some sort of art. Creativity runs 
deep in my family. Before pinstriping, 
I was doing photorealism drawings, 
working off of my own photos, and a 
full-time florist. 
 
Who inspires you –past or present– 
from an artistic and creative 
perspective? 

I get inspired by an array of people, art, 
time periods, architecture (art deco), 
different cultures, traditional folk art.  

In the pinstripe world, it's Alan Johnson, 
Willis Dormer, David Hightower, Karen 
Souza. Tattooists are another huge 
outlet for me creative wise.
 
What’s it like being a gal in a guy-
dominated field of work? 

I'd imagine the same as a guy other than 
the occasional Internet troll making 
sexual comments now and then. Haha. 
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But maybe men have to deal with that 
too – ya never know these days. But my 
peers, veteran artists, fellow gearheads 
have always treated me with respect. 
 
What would you say is integral to the 
work of a pinstripe artist?

Doing the best job you can, every job 
that you do. 
 
How has your pinstriping style and 
workflow evolved over time?

A fear of mine is always doing the 
same thing. I've seen other artists do 
the same stuff over and over, never 
changing or growing. So with that 
said, I'm always trying new things 
and willing to grow – be it grabbing 
inspiration from oddball 
sources or changing it up 
on the color spectrum.

What do you like about 
your work?

Is it conceited to say 
everything? Haha. 
Because that's the truth. 
I really am passionate 
about what I do and feel 
lucky I am able to create 
every day for a living.
 
What is your dream 
project?

Empty '51 Merc trunk lid, 
no limitations ... and a 
carousel horse. That is actually a bucket 
list item.
  
Can you tell me an artist who you’d 
like to be compared to and why?

Alan Johnson, because he is a very 
well rounded artist. Everything from 
pinstriping, airbrushing, gold leafing, 
sign painting, and fine art. His work 
across the board is breathtaking and 
very innovative.

What’s the best piece of pinstriping 
career advice you’ve been given? By 
whom?

Don't be afraid to wipe off.  
-Tramp Warner 

What are your professional goals?

To just keep growing and get more 
comfortable with different lettering 
styles and layout.

Favorite movie/book/monster/band/
artist?

Taxi Driver, The Face of Life and Other 
Dirty Jokes by Willie Nelson, Creature 
from the Black Lagoon, Willie Nelson 
and family, and Metallica (can't pick 
one). Artist: Bernie Ramirez. 

How do you know when a project is 
finished?

You just know.

What is your most important artist 
tool? Is there something you can’t live 
without in your studio?

My brushes of course! 

Name your top three most rewarding 
projects.

The '53 Chevy bread truck I designed 
and painted the logo/lettering on; a 
Cadillac batwing air cleaner I went 
balls-to-the-wall on for a charity event; 
Dodge truck hood I pinstriped the other 
year. Each time I see it, it makes me 
smile.

How is your personality reflected in 
your work?

I would say with color! 

How do you overcome creative blocks?

Do everything else but paint. Dancing is 
one of my other biggest outlets – from 
swing dancing, country, to ballroom 
dancing. 

What song do you sing along to the 
loudest when you’re alone in your car?

Lullaby of Birdland by Ella Fitzgerald 

What was the most difficult part of 
pinstriping to overcome when you 
were starting out and what tips would 
you give to an aspiring ‘striper to help 
them overcome that same difficulty? 
There’s only one rule when answering 

this question: You can’t 
say “practice, practice, 
practice.” 

I will say the most 
difficult thing is getting 
the feel of palleting the 
brush, where you get the 
right paint consistency. 
Tips to overcome that 
would be, go from one 
extreme, let's say really 
loaded up with a lot of 
paint, making the hair 
flop around with the 
weight. Try that out and 
then pallet some of the 
paint off. Try it, pulling 
some lines, and keep 
doing this. Pallet some 

more out, lay some lines, and repeat 
until when you pallet out you feel major 
drag, and the lines you try and pull have 
skips in them. You will have a sheet full 
of lines from one spectrum to the other 
in which you can see which ones worked 
better for you. You will eventually get 
used to that muscle memory feeling on 
what works for you. That sweat spot is 
different for everyone, but once you find 
it and feel it, the next thing to overcome 
is brush control...and practice, patience, 
perseverance!

Find HotRod Jen 
on Instagram: 
@HotRodJen

I really am passionate about 
what I do and feel lucky I am able 

to create every day for a living.
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Custom front cover 
painting by October 
2018 (issue #6) featured 
artist Rob Birchfield, 
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special monster-themed 
issue! We wanted that 
classic Godzilla look 
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colorful style. We wanted 
the cover of this special 
issue to 'pop' and Rob 
delivered!
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Rob Birchfield
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